Marie Kristine Madsen
Barn, Barnebarn, Oldebarn
Søster, Partner, Kusine, Grandkusine
Mor, Farmor, Oldemor
og meget mere
1934 Nykøbing Mors
1965 Nyboder, København
This waltz illustrates the time Rie lived in, her dreams and aspirations/ Eugen Doga - Waltz of Love – the re-enactment of the riches
and fortunes of the old worlds, values and splendour as two people embrace and engage at young age in a swirling
dance aimed at lasting forever, accompanied by the resonance of the childish xylophone dream:

Eugen Doga - Waltz of Love
Søster Lisbeth: så mild, klog dygtig, smuk, og to uddannelser; de bedste karakterer.
Sister Elisabeth at her only visit to her grave af more than fifty years in the making: 'So mild, clever and
capable, beautiful two educations and the best marks in school'
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Rie
Following story is dedicated to Rie's children and descendants at large, family at large, and anyone who cares
for her memory; it' is written with her children and grandchildren in mind to put Rie's family at
peace with events which took place at that time; written by her oldest son Carl Peter who hold every
single memory of his life with this excellent person my mom, dear in my mind; always.
The story about Rie, is a fairytale, easy and wonderful to write, as we here have from all accounts a talented
rich, great and happy, as well as healthy girl, who has everything anyone can desire to live a
wonderful life. She does parish early on in what we can label as honour suicide: In other words as
the Japanese male falling from his career, she as a 30 year old commit the ultimate sacrifice due to a
variety of life condition which she considers unbearable in terms of her honour, most of which we
then can consider circumstantial, meaning: Absolutely nothing of her own doing, but everything to
do with what in the UK is recognized and understood along the lines of the times:
''Late fifties and early sixties, was a different world, hard to live as a single mom. Little or no support from the
family and older generation, etc. ''
As a registered nurse she ensured her exit had no backdoor out: It was final. Thus as she wish: her honour lives
on: Enclosed is what she was aiming to protect.

Health, Wealth and Joy
A different world 1958 it was really hard to fall pregnant at 25 not married – her parents their generation family
was not supportive, she realized it would be tough to raise her children in particular with their
father, who was a well known public figure in their local community at large. Enev he lived a few
miles away of her home-sted in Skanderborg, this world was tiny. It devastated her that she slowly
realized he was not going to live with her and support her, or let alone marry her thus with their
increasing number of children to raise, and the poor Danes speaking in less than positive terms
about her, her children and her partner. She was coerced to the ultimate personal sacrifice realizing
she made crucial miscalculation at the time she hooked up with him in 1953. Her partner would not
live with her and support her.
She put the entire blame for failing to assess Harald Marks personal qualities, on herself. This realization killed
her.
If you wish to read anything on her partner, my dad, you will have to try to trace a biography written under the
label Harald Mark, by his nephew Joergen March, my dear 1st cousin around year 2003; a separate
biography on Rie's dad Poul has been published, and one is due about her mom Laura.
The story of her life could be told with many narratives: It's tempting to write a about her relationship with her
partner as it dominated her outlook. It's also tempting to search psycho analytical traits and issues
and let these take the main stage and see how those will role out. However let us not miss the
elephant in the room: Rie a woman with strong intelligence, unmeasurable capacity in foresight, and
a very compassionate heart. She was one of the first female to complete an education: indeed she
completed two: One in finance and one as a registered nurse.
Her name at birth remained throughout her short life: Marie Kristine Madsen, nickname Rie. Her name does not
call up her qualities, but it hints at the fall of her life: Her name means in our post-year 0 probably
something like Virgin Marie, the Christian (baptized) woman, and family name: she is daughter of
the 'son of Matthew'
Speculation

This biography will not, and is not intended to talk in any derogative terms about anyone – though I completely
agree with my mom in her re-evaluation of dad which killed her, I do not agree in taking your own
life. Life is so surprising wonderful, so even at the darkest of time in particular when you hit rock
bottom . so if you grip the slightest wind of the butterfly you may end up the most wonderful place:
Where there is abundance of everything you could ever wish for.
And do not forget: when you hit rock bottom it is easy to choose the way: Up, follow the light. No other
decisions has to be made. Trust me: holocaust lasted max 10 years. Before I was born in 1953 the
laws in Denmark was put in place to for the state representatives to forcefully do the following:
Carry away my inheritance. Carry away my mom. Carry away my siblings. Carry away my dad.
Carry away all my three children. The last act was year 2018 my brother died of the side effects of a
life of federal imposed medication. That's comes probably to more than 40 years of Scandinavian
Holocaust – I am fine; but it is weird that to this day in 2020 in this self proclaimed heaven of the
most happy people in the world, no-one cares, no apology, neither from my dads family, the state or
any one related to the state or his family. But I say this for my clan to remember: I think above list
on it's own adds up to exit honourably. But I didn't use that option as I find, that we have to believe
in life. Maybe not for us to ever experience in its full extent, but perhaps for some-one after us, and
life is so abundant.
I wish not to move the focus of this investigation into Rie's life away from her excellency, and let other peoples
process, outpace or overshadow or burn into her life: Poor omen never had any measurable
influence on her decisions: She lived to experience Health, Wealth and Joy and she managed to the
greatest extent to full-fill this for her and her children. It's clear for anyone had her partner had a
little more health, wealth and spirit, had she lived another few months to experience the new wave
coming over North Europe after 1963 about 1965 and later, allowing divorce, contraception,
abortion, support for single mom's etc...'if ' scenarios we can speculate she wouldn't have parished
this early, a death which created havoc not least for her children of which the youngest has died at
54 years of age in 2018 due to his life conditions following an extreme adoption.

Scandinavian story
Thus Marie's life falls in this story in several big chunks – no effort has been put into making a chronology
here, as time isn't in always in sync anyway:
A life in Scandinavia seen over a couple of hundred years as pretext,
B life with parents and siblings all older, and
C life with her partner and children
To understand how Rie came about one may have to look way back: I am mentioning religion, as several
churches had their say into the life of Rie, her children and partner. Catholic Church baptized her
two oldest children: Her partner had private services as a branch of the Hadsten Lutheran church in
Hadsten: Rie had an upbringing in the narrow interpretation of the bible as is well known from
Mors/ Thy, and adulthood in The Apostolic church, as well as hints of a few others.
A massive drop of church attendance worldwide year 1962, which is poorly documented, had no impact on Rie
and her situation: Her immediate neighbours where she lived for the last five years of her life were
Catholic, Protestant and Jews etc. But she had a community in the Apolitical church at the corner,
and really fond of going there experiencing joyful gatherings.

~700 Christianity
came probably to Denmark with the Anglo-Saxons or as we are not really sure about the relation between
exactly these peoples and the later well known Vikings: We think the Danes became Christianized
due to war-business considerations around year 950: Likely this could be considered the European
Union of those times, where you by raising the cross as you protective flag would be part o the

inner market, leaving the exterior to the diaspora or exclusion zone. This membership of the
Christian club it would be fair to say that this had massive impact into the family matters of the
people living here, and in complex waves of reaction and progression crawled through those, and
these lands. A thousand years later or about 35 generations, matters are now in her time of living
such that having sex, let alone a child being unmarried is a sine, having children with a married man
is a sin, and having children with an elderly man outside your pigeonhole is a sin, thus as devote
Christian she was, she committed in others view an entire array of in common peoples mind
punishable sins.
The waters becomes murky as the Rie her heritage on her fathers side is entirely remote gentry: You could go so
far as to say if there was a none recognized by anyone and in particular by the Crown, not wanted,
local gentry on her dad's side: They owned land and businesses, ships, and stayed under the radar
since the reformation and the pre-reformation civil war, and lived much as the Viking forebear had
done since Christianity took these lands. How do we know: Grandpa's family-tree is more detailed
than any modern monarch's. As a matter of fact his tree is so large we could write forever, and there
is volumes and volumes o books on this.
To focus on a few things I will just mention Johanne Andersdatter Panther, the first female war council member
known in Denmark. All I am saying is: Isn't that remarkable: She was raped by her future husband,
but agreed to marry him, regardless he was not as wealthy as she was. She was really wealthy. Her
male siblings had parished early on leaving her the entire fortune undivided from their wealthy
father: Thus making her target for any ambitious bachelor: After her husband had impregnated her
with yet another three children, she married out of love another man to which she bore more than
half a dozen children,l iving an exceptional life for a woman during that period. She lived in the
zone between continental Europe and the North (Norway), much like dozens of Rie's later forebears
had done it.

1864 Danish state-official murdering
Rie's aunty Ingeborg:
One could claim that a story about her fathers great grandmother is very telling. Ingeborg Kirstine
Christensdatter Rie's dad's grandmother Ane, her sister of his mother Stine Poulsdatter Lynggaard,
her moms sister, who was shut dead Mar 19th 1864 by a Danish soldier at her home: Øster Mølle
(East Mill farm) in Løderup Northern Denmark; The soldier was stationed there as the civil war
razed in the south of Jutland: He pointed his gun at her, claiming he loved her, and if she did not
wanted to marry him, he would kill her: Which he did as the gun was loaded much to his surprise:
She didn't die instantaneously yet a few days to live in pain: but knowing she would she prayed for
him: Saying he was foolish they should try not to punish him. So for Panther, for Ingeborg and for
Rie the most dangerous feature seem as to be their attraction from the opposite sex, their wealth and
health, no matter how little they got of any of those: Just their potential as partner is super
dangerous.
Add to the extreme tragedy of these cases of rape, murder, and ignorance, from potential mates, that Ingeborg's
boyfriend was in war, on his way home from loosing the battle: He was Rie's partner Harald's
grandfather Jeppe Niels Christiansen Mark: Thus Harald and Marie their three children became the
fulfilment of Ingeborg and Jeppe's unfulfilled wishes hundrede years prior. By any standards
remarkable.
Tragic events, events we should probably just label as 'lie' leads to yet other events. Its really hard to paint a fair
picture of anyone: Where to start, where to end, what to include what to not.

1929 Wall Street Crash

Illustration 1: 1920 Wall St bombing: JP
Morgans wall to this day not repaired

The effect of this crash came to Denmark through wave of crisis
measures so in Europe large collapses flushed through
up to 1931 setting of deep crisis here. In 1933
unemployment was abut 28% in Denmark: Poul and
Laura's general store collapsed. As this was Wall Street
in NY, its interesting their grandson, me, should suffer
from the hands of J.P. Morgan across the street on the
corner: I worked for JPM as an architect on their
massive project Riverside in London, Canary Wharf
2008: So this combined with an cancellation of said
project the ensuing loss of job for me, s well as: I had
secured myself with a fixed loan-type: Governments
instead of rising the interest, pumped money in the
system and lowered interest rate, meaning my
prediction of rising interest as wrong, loosing some
there: not much but enough to make not a winner. One
of my primary interests at JPM was security, thus I
actually went to view for myself the holes in the wall
from the attack at the bank in 1920: They never
repaired that wall: Anarchist were working on a new
world order: It came with the crisis 1929: Same 2001:
Some Disenchanted people worked out a plot to
destroy things in NY on Sep 11th, 2008 became the

unlikely answer.
We are all connected, so perhaps some people are hit in the forefront on an exact day and event: the effects of
such movements, are to be felt for years to come: Not as perhaps intended: As unintended disruption to the
entire globe., in the years that followed: some generating consequences no-one could predict: Nazi-Germany:
The nuclear bom bs in Japan.
I am not saying that the attacks themselves leads to this: The attacks come after years off pressure, committed
by someone having some victims: The attacks are the prelude of massive changes coming.
Denmark has as neighbour til Germany at the time a clear negative response to the events of 1929, and as the
crisis in Germany develops Poul and Laura will see all their savings and creditability evaporate in
the coming years:
Poul's business was set up ingeniously: At the developing route between Fyn Island and Zealand the largest two
in Southern Scandinavia: He saw the ferry with people and goods, in cars, horse carts and by train
would have to wait for the ferry and shop in his store. It couldn't fail. But it did.

1789 French Revolution
Now turning to other aspects of Rie's upcoming: The French revolution meaning one can run and take the wing
of the butterfly because it's so beautiful, rich and wealthy, and thus kill it: spreading out pieces of
the wing on everyone: is probably one of the most devastating features for this branch of her family.
Grandpa Poul was shunned due to the collapse of his business: Without any comparison: Checking
what happened to the Zar of Russia, or Kaiser Wilhelm of Germany: in the 30'ies he as a challenged
person with only one arm, had to work his firewood in Belgium: The new Kansler didn't care to
come to aid him in his retirement.
The concept of introducing legality to kill the owners, and to share their property is probably one of the most
devastating for Europe: not only it creates fear, but the mop brutality following is a monster a virus
hard to exterminate. To wake a monster like that in order to create some sort of better life was likely
based in ideas: Ideas about what is just and what is not: Also about how a society could function or
not. We can just look at it from a distance now: A society does not become richer because everyone
own their farm house, stead or buildings, or because everyone shares the amber and diamonds, or

all the shovels: It becomes richer when the dynamics of the society is healthier: A killing mob will
not be the forebear of a better life. Opposite: It will take one even two generations to overcome the
effects of such mob events, and the mobs children will bear the energy for the demise of that
republic.
Unfortunately these events in other countries has lasting effects in a remote corner of the world such as
Denmark, leaving the gentry in peril; the crown did a number of initiatives to curb such mob-events,
many designed to create ownership in the wider peasantry:
And successfully so: The upper-class in the peasantry, you could say the ruling families below the level of
gentry, who all ran the juridical system, law enforcement, ran all the large tennant farms (many
larger than the actual estate belonging and farmed by the gentry). The political system forming
after the fall of the crown in Denmark around year 1850, established first a ruling system along the
lines of the old gentry, but now with a sort of parliament essentially based on these mega neotennant farmers. This would farm essentially a system of unhappy left out tennant farmers who
didn't get anything in the new deal, and the suddenly newly created new gentry with ownership of
what was the largest farms to bear the old gentry. Rie's father Poul and all his belonged to the old
gentry: Rie's mom Laura belong small farmsteads all loosing out completely in the new deal. Rie's
partner to be and all his belonged entirely to the large farms benefiting from the new deal, thus
taking massive economical steps, and positions up in society ending up buying essentially the old
gentry out: The old gentry who in reality did not ran farms, but administered them: The new
winners who had some administration experience in juridical system etc, but essentially ran the
large farms.
Rie though that her family's the gentry's family values, and sense of family business, would be reflected
naturally in the new up-comers. A hero has no short cuts to achive succes from his deed, and can't
lie: But Harald and his, proved her wrong: They were not men of their words. They were men of
public opinion. Harald came easy to his status as lord, and he lied to her and hers: This is very
different from gentry: He will have to be a man of his words, and be gentle to his tenant farmers: As
they will outnumber him in any conflict for days before he could be eased of the burden of local
conflict. But the new up-comers they formed a mob already: A man of his words is not what goes
here: It's who can take more of the cake left from the gentry's table and run with it.
The old gentry would die of such a breach of trust.
Below enhanced painting of a vessel smaller but similar her ancestors used on the waters of the North >Sea,
showing the sign of Christianity regardless at times other Saints was considered ruling the seas:

Illustration 2: 1750 Skude/ Brigg:
Vester Vandet Church

Illustration 3: 1921 a couple of years after Poul was adult: Poul grew
up in this Mill: Tødsø Mill Morsø with loving foster parents. Notice
children: no shoes.

1888 Father, born Poul
Paul was born 1888 in the island of Morsø in Ljørslev Gammelør: he was the third, and first son: His sisters

1879 Laura and 1882 Anne was way older. His father worked as carpenter likely trying to capitalize
from his connection in the gentry and the building boom, married Poul's mother to be Stine
Poulsdatter Lynggaard 1858-94, who coming from a long array of gentry died at his age of five
leaving a void in his life. His father remarried only to shun him off the family and leaving his
upbringing to another part of the miller family: Connection we haven't been able to work out as of
yet, but likely childless couple such as great cousins or similar. This miller family was engaged in
some mills over the years the first known was Karby North Mill, and later around year 1900 Tødsø
Mill.saved money all his life and married when he felt strong enough to open own business and
create a family: Marrying Laura (same rare name as his sister) she at 35 years of age and he at 40
they opened a business slated to become a massive success: General Grocery store in Nyborg
Harbour just beside the new railway, car and people trafficking terminal: People waiting for the next
boat would have to replenish in their store: It couldn't fail: But events thousands of miles away in
their uncles and aunts new paradise God's own country US: The wall street crash October 24th 1929,
rolled through the world to melt down their business a few years later. As none of them had any
parents with any financial support options they were bankrupt and stayed as the poorest of the
poorest for the reminder of their lives. At that time you were banned from opening new business
with poor records. Thus Poul and Laura him with three small jobs never made it away from social
fare programs: Poul initially took it very hard, but likely in the long run he was better to shake it off,
where as Laura took it personally and blamed Poul from his failings: In particular that he did not
wish to sell alcohol: Another branch of his family almost solely made money from exactly at the
time contagious product (prohibition in US was from 1920- to 1933 though the entirety of his
business). You can say if you add morality to your business you endanger it, as you can only handle
so much divergence. His forbearers was business men, in the skude and stude business. Skude is
boat business trading on Norway (food supply to Norway and Industrial items to Denmark) where
as Stude business is cow/ calf trading in futures, typically on the Holstein markets in Itzeho, thus
buying and selling livestock, meat a year ahead of transport, slaughter and consumption. The local
people talked about his great great grandma in terms she had a fortune in her Gold-calf. They were
all or the local perspective in Mors Thy extremely successful.

Illustration 4: 1930 abouts, the store Poul and Laura was running and lost through the depression
Jernbanegade Nyborg right at the ferry terminal a splendid opportunity. Family including Laura's grandpa
lived upstairs and Karen Elisabeth was born here

Illustration 5: 1918 abouts, Poul Madsen

Illustration 6: 1957 about, Laura Gertrud

1893 Mother, born Laura
Rie's mom Laura Gertrud Rasmussen on the other hand came from the Little Belt area, with roots way back
here: Her parents can trace their roots to whaling business at the Gamborg Fjord, Ronæs area, and

all the overpopulation following such rich and prosperous areas can offer: All have to share small
portions of the family business due to the always large size of families compared with outlook, none
having large estates for centuries back. Laura's mother Karen Kirstine, her mother Gertrud
Olufsdatter , her brother Ole Matzen founded a family in Sydney now totalling more than a 1000
descendants: mainly due to the fact he was hard-working, successful in the sugar cane industry, and
married a young British lady.
Laura as the
1890 Rasmus Carl, later married to Marie Lunddahl 1920 in May and having two kids Karen Ruth and Gunnar
Kristian in South Fynen
1891 Johannes Marius later married to Christine Christiansen November 1918, having several children Gudrun
Anna, Ella Kirstine, Peder and Astrid.
1893 Laura
1895 Peder already passing 1901 at six years of age. So at the end of this Laura becomes the only daughter, and
as such by tradition she is the one to take care of her ailing parents. By her mom' Karen Kirstine's
passing 1923 she is about to get a free pass as you could say to marry: Her brothers by this time are
full grown and their father Jens Christian Nicolai (JCN) is helping them to establish themselves in
tiny farms with their families.
JCN is living with Laura she will go on to marry year 1927; September 18th
It now seems JCN felt he is doing good for his daughter insuring her a a small dowry for a wedding: Laura falls
in love with Poul, and they are 'filming' under the Wedellsborg trees, as many before them: and as
Laura's future son-in-law his parents and grandparents has been doing exactly same place. JCN will
be leaving his farm, bringing some cash with him, as well as possibly some senior compensation,
thus being able to sustain himself and support his daughter a bit on her journey to establish herself.

1840 Great Grandma at Closter Hospital
Laura's great-grand-mother Cathrine- perhaps a prelude to Rie's demise:
We don't know much more about her background except that her entire family several generations back came
from same are; of course one story stands out: That of the miserable life of Laura's mother Karen
Kirstine, her dad Mads Larsen Ronæs, his mom Cathrine Sørensdatter Ronæs born 1797 who likely
out of post natal depression, was coerced into Odense Graabrødre Hospital (Franciscan s) at age of
43years in 1840, and remained there until her death at 79. That's a horrible end to a life: Firstly she
had a son out of wedlock which is our Mads Larsen Ronæs born 1821 likely a fling with his father
Lars Jørgensen which did not materialize in a marriage; then another 5-6 children first being Maren
1827 with Rasmus Olsen married 1825 who likely is the one initiating her track into the hospital:
He could then go on to marry someone else (Anne Marie Hansen) without Cathrine's consent, and
she died without the hospital and likely her too being notified, as a death-record indicates she is still
married. Such a late admission to hospital for serious psychiatric condition is rare; so we are left
with guesswork as to what happened to her. Except we know the conditions at this hospital at that
time was absolute inhumane like most other places of this sort. I will leave it up to the reader to
draw own conclusion about a genetic component inherited from Cathrine influencing Rie's life. I
myself don't see any resemblance of Cathrine's life in my mother Rie's, Except huge stigmatisation
follows child born in wedlock. Of course the outcome is poor, and in both cases what's likely is
stress turned into a period in mental hospital, likely in both cases guided by the desire to help, but
combined with complete numbness to the actual need: Stress relief. In both cases these mothers
tragically perished in the wake of the admission to hospitals. 150 years later there was treatment
provided then Electro Convulsive Therapy, likely side-effects blowing Rie completely off course.

1912-1923 Empire Collapses
Rie's parent generation and older part of her own generation was greatly influenced by the collapse of the world
order around 1918: In addition the ensuing upheave and crisis all the way until start of 1960'ies,
and the state control of the private sphere, the health system, the care system, the media would be
devastating for Rie: Sometimes one would say that the population experienced a variety of mood

swings over time: A part of this was strict governmental control, assessed by military, paramilitary,
police, and new forms: High-school (both in American sense, but also in Danish sense), and many
other institutions in the private, public state complex would eventually draw dark clouds over Rie's
life.
States ran a monopoly on communication, weapons, law and law enforcement, education, production, nearly all
aspects of life was run by an agency. A new government policy would greatly aid a few none
disclosed beneficiaries, and typically set most people on discourse, even designed to do better.
There of course are some years where things move forward, and the technology, has certainly
improved lives in many ways. But in my Rie's life most governmental interference would be
devastating in her life: As she educated herself as nurse (benefit) she experienced extreme housing
shortage, sending her in the arms of her wealthy partner and his will on purchasing a place for
accommodation.
Likely the dates for the collapse of the empires can be pushed around, as in reality France collapsed during the
revolution, only to re-emerged as a formidable military adventurist power running around in Europe
destroying other powers to the walls of Kreml, only to collapse into it self in several waves: The
expansionism following in Europe all ended up in the incredible collapse of almost all empires of
any scale: China 1912 (starting in 1850'ies), Russia 1917 several years in the making, all European
powers in 1918 made final due WWI, and the always late UK waiting to break up at the exodus of
Ireland in 1923.
Rie's experience was she belonged to the old world. Her parents were adults at the time of the 1918 collapses,
and took a distance to this. They had the values of the old world, not so much due to their financial
fortunes, which was basically miniscule, but due to their perspective, the values they perceived as
the most sacred such as but certainly not limited to, family, honour, respect and dignity, proud
facing hardship, never blaming anyone for your misfortunes, do not steal from wealthier peoples, do
not envy. Many people with her background turned their back to all the new, communism, weapon
production, social movements, destruction of old order and powers. WWII was the proof of their
point of view, including the US nuclear bombs, all proved madness of the new order.
Music, cultural life, old books old fashion became refuges for these many.

1865 Emergence of Elite Worker Society
This can be seen at its outset in the French revolution: Some famous influencers at the time was devastated by
the poor conditions for the average person: Dreamt of creating just society with equal opportunities
for all.
This could be a situation similar to that in Denmark in the fifties, where female got a chance first to expand on
the basics in school, adding a few years there up to 9 years in total, and then again an additional
education: For Rie, it became the 9 year, plus a small type of MBA as well as fully registered nurse
education from Aarhus, making her one o the most educated female at her time. She didn't waste her
time: Working on a few of the best hospitals and later as accountant, at the headquaters of
Landmandsbanken today the largest bank in Denmark, located on Kongens Nytorv, which mostly
resembles an Italian Villa. Simultaneously her children worked as photo-models, and Rie had
auditions for the Danish Broadcast Corporation.

1750 one workday a week
1960 one day off a week
my mother did not work to death: But surely she worked with one day off a week: The worse gentry (not
directly in family with Rie) on Mors/ Thy requested work one day a week before the French
revolution; Rie's own direct forbearers is known to request up to two weeks a year during the
harvest season to aid recuperate it. About six generation later or 200 years span she is requested by
the new gentry, Workers party and associated groupings, to work so she has one day a week off the
opposite situation: Before her workers (tennant farmers/ faesteboender) had to work less than one
day a week: This is fifteen times worse than the worse of her forbearers, and 6 times worse than the

worse before the French revolution; In other worse: Workers parties an elite slave institution,
competing with other elite state groupings to win the perceived financial battle taking place; I am
not saying I here proved Rie worked to death: But you can not prove it wasn't. So I will suggest that
her family was 'gentle gentry', and the democracy representatives and their aristocracy to be slaveowner-like leaders.
This Blue painted room at Fuglsig Estate close to the township of Hjørring in Northern Jutland, was constructed
by Rie's 5xGreat Grandfather Jens Andersen Kjaerulf Sand: Walls covered purportedly depicts her
family as a renaissance gentry.

Illustration 7: 1954 Marie Kirstine Registered Nurse, from Aarhus - achieving elite worker status

Illustration 8: 1951 Rie

Marie Kirstine Madsen
Major events in Rie's life:
1934 born in Nykøbing Mors Island of Poul Madsen and Laura Gertrud Rasmussen, siblings Karen Elisabeth
born 1928 and Jens Christian born 1931:
1939 moves to Skanderborg
1940-48 Skanderborg Public School
1943 grandpa Christen dies in Øster Jølby
1950 approximately Accounting Studies likely Aarhus
1954-1957 Registered Nurse i.e. Aarhus Sygeplejeskole
1953 Partner of Harald Mark
1959 giving birth to a boy Carl Peter
1960 mother dies
1961 giving birth to a daughter
1963 admitted to Copenhagen Municipal Hospital for Electro chock therapi
1964 gives birth to 2nd boy Jens Jørgen.
1965 January dies.

Illustration 9: 1950 Adelgade 48, Rie living in the Back: Her brother drew the sign for the shoemaker:
Elisabeth worked to the right at the lawyers house, todays Museum.

Rie's life
written by her son Carl Peter from hos memory (2-5 years of age), from photographs, from her few letters, from
her few personal papers, and accounts picked up over time from others in particular her brother Jens
Christian and sister Karen Elisabeth,as well as accounts from the Mark-Overgaard family, in

particular Elin and Kristian.

Illustration 10: 1940 at Skanderborg Lake: From left Jens Kristian, Karen Elisabeth and Marie Kirstine

Rie's sister, moster Lisbeth 1929

Illustration 11: 1960 Moster Lisbeth with our beloved cousins AV and Peter Pløk

Illustration 12: 1960 summer at Belle Vue form left Peter Pløk, Rie, AV, Lisbeth, Carl Peter

Rie's sister, my aunti Moster Lisbeth, born 1928 is still with us running over 90 years, basically running the
mater familia role. Due to this I will limit the amount of info here.
But also the mater familia, Elin's and Christian's big sister Kirsten Petersen who is the niece of Rie's partner
Harald (and 2nd cousin to Carl Peter), also running over 90 years and well, both still to this very day,
yield massive capacity in limiting damage to the family integrity from the effects of the sudden
death of Rie. To some extent Kirsten has been Godmother to the family (Harald's part) since Harald
withdrew as Godfather late in life.
Moster Lisbeth was the the six year older sister to Rie, but her children was only a couple of years older than
Rie's, thus bridging the gap, and clearly these two sisters most of the time in parallel struggling
single mothers, found much comfort and solace in each others company, and so did us children, 1st
cousins. At times the Rie's brother and sister would join her in parties in uncle Jens house in
Rødovre, watching the after sought TV, not furnished neither Rie nor Lisbeth, who didn't even had a
phone. Here we saw the wedding of a Danish princess and the Greek king. Here we has summer
play all four children, and at least one Christmas.

Rie's brother, uncle Jens Christian 1931-2009

Illustration 13: 1955 Jens Kristian doing his favorite thing: world tours
Uncle Jens was a dynamo in bringing up Rie, writing and publishing stories on manned tours to the outer space
in the mid 1930'ies way before space exploration actually commenced, he was making multiple
8mm films, and photographing, thus documenting Rie's every step. Jens has been the one taking
her on tours across Denmark, and many parties in his lovely tiny house in Rødovre. Of course he
was a welcomed guest later in Krusemyntegade, As he was an explorer, he was one of the first to do
a world tour, likely his most memorable experience was Safari in Kenya, and he made multiple trips
exploring trough his youth. He completed military service, and maintained a lifelong occupation
with Royal Post, and was the chief postmaster at the main post office in Købmagergade in
Copenhagen for years on end. Jens never married, and never had a relation-ship we know of.

Rie's own world as she may have experienced it:

Illustration 14: 1957 Rie in Skanderborg in the home the sofa in which the entire family hid, through the
bombings of WWII

Illustration 15: Rie in her house a modern replica of her parents cosy cushions

Illustration 16: 1957 Family trip to Gudenaa, Poul, Laura og Marie Kirstine.
Rie, has always been a happy easy going soul: She has been integral to the family as the youngest, and
tremendous joyful life hiding behind the wings of two protective older siblings, and even more
protective parents. Most of her childhood can only be described as fairytale poorest of the poorest in
wood lands, and lake systems around 'Gods River' (Gudenå), at the 'Sky Mountain' (Himmelbjerget)
in the Scan Castle (Skanderborg).

Illustration 17: 1957 Family picnic Himmelbjerget, overlooking Lake Juel Rie and her parents
In this tiny community with a hotel, railway station, ferry, news paper, Church, school and everything you need
in your fantasy Disney world. Her father playing the organ at home, a home full of love, prayers,
song and readings.Rie walked her childhood steps here. She as a little girl easy picked up
language,playing the piano, singing. She easily picked up all the skills you expect of a real life poor
princess: Honourable behaviour, huge insight and fore sight. In Rie's letters and from her life we see
a first mover, in small steps on living a bourgeois life on the cheap. Her father and mother did not

have the same outlook on life at all: Mother Laura was more conformist: Trying to fill out her role
in life, woman, housewife and mother was a goal on her part ij itself, where as father Poul at her a
more worldly outlook: He had principals such as religious approach to ell things in life, he had
political standpoints as conservative, regardless they would never afford him a job or family
support, that layed entirely with the socialists and communists. He scrambled to support his family
and with the coming of Rie he made in 1940 2 crowns and 88 Øre which s about 50 cents: yearly.
Yeah that's right 50 cents yearly.
This did not take away his personal perspective self perception, self preservation, as a proud person with
forbearers as landowners running the business of 'Mors Land' and 'Thy land'; no it never broke his
neck. His home religion, that of Mors, is a tight knit community, where the self determination, self
preservation and rule through the church is innate to the culture: All churches was typically
privately owned, and the local lord of a couple of parishes and 'thorps, would be sitting on the front
row mustering their direct employees at their estates right behind their own extended families, and
then a clear hierarchy down larger tenants and associates, through craftsmen, etc down through the
aisles, ending with the girls and boys of the small tenant farmers. This is an every Sunday mustering
of 'manpower' women giving birth, potential new tenants, soldiers and all sort of business, followed
on Monday with Tings meeting, ensuring business is registered orderly, promptly and not to be
forgotten.
This community Christianity, is a far cry from what we have today of large city open ended universal religion,
anonymous, and without visible hierarchy. Mother Laura knew all of this, except the lordship:
Wedellsborg so large, was so far removed, that only some distant representatives would be present
in the church, and thus a much more equal society in the everyday experience, emerged out of this.
Though Laura did grow up firstly in Vejle area, her family did return to the location of her
forebear's lands, for hundreds of years just around the town of Føns (the city of the island of Fyn, or
Fins Land as oppose to Fins March (Finland). Rie has not been requested to choose between her
parents perception, except her mom Laura out of her pessimistic view. always claimed to be father
Poul's the failure of loosing the business from the wall street crash of 1929. Her father Poul's view
was never pessimistic, opposite rather fresh, go straight and run easy kind of approach to
everything, with your spirit high. Perhaps a little distance he had to other people. Some kind of
'besser wissen' always knows better attitude. He grew up in a poor miller family in Tødsø Mors, and
from there he learned the hard way of life, never to assume a role as a prince, rather as a humble
person, with some personal traits, which could collect him a fortune, but if misunderstood, could
trigger adversity.
A story goes she proud cam in at age 3 or 4 and presented a bumble bee she had caught with her fingers on the
field, and the family going wild to save her from being bitten.
But at the time she has been 6-7years old, s she has experienced her parents being more like sweet grannies as
her mother Laura has been almost 50 and her dad over 50. They were born in the time before
electricity, radio, cars, and everything modern: Rie grew up in a life with a brother writing famously
to the local paper in 1940 about moon rockets and trips like that within the grasp of imagination, 30
years prior to this materialize. He had foresight, like Rie.
This capacity of modern life and foresight was innate to this family. Her fathers excellent location of his failed
store talks volumes of foresight in that context: The global economy he and most had no idea about.
From Rie's pictures all taken with her siblings along the lake of Skanderborg just behind their house
in Lords Street' (Adelgade), except a few taken at the Castle holm, at the Monument ( Mindestøtte)
celebrating a king (Frederich 6th) which probably like most of his family really could take the
responsibility for the decline of the monarchy and the areas under the Danish crown which has
shrunk significantly to any measure or the past in particular 200 years: Funny if you look all the
signs are there: You just can't see them until someone tells you.

Poorest of the poorest;

Illustration 18: 1900's likely a couple of years prior to the family's arrival in Adelgade: Rie's familyflat was
through the portal to the right
Her parents was so poor the city offered a tour lunch arrangement: The three siblings would each visit every
day a wealthy family who would prepare them food: That would both make the siblings more
healthy bot we guess make these families feel good about themselves: Perhaps it was easier for a
stiff society to provide 'food-kitchens' rather than small land for the Madsen family themselves to
grow and harvest. We know they enjoyed very well the alternate food arrangement: But still the
siblings suffered malnutrition: So off they went to Juelsminde Kysthospital: Here they under the
supervision of Doctor Hans Thomsen and were offered Carbon Arc Light Bath Treatment
(Kulbuelys) Healthy Food, Beach Bathing, Excellent accommodations. From our perspective its
not good to leave a capable family without any options of income: The most important being
provide food, housing and school: If it wasn't for the stubborn, rigid big land-owners and
government at the time, one could easily see this family just needed a tiny land to farm as kitchen
garden with some hens, securing food for them all. At no cost for society.

Illustration 19: 1940 abouts the three siblings was at Juelsminde
Kysthospital, two of them continued next summer as well

Illustration 20: 1946 the three siblings: from left Karen Elisabeth, Jens Kristian and Marie Kirstine
From the treatment both Rie and Rie's siblings responded well: her brother and sister did have to go two
summers in a row. Rie started Skanderborg Public School likely as 7years old and finished there as
15 year old existing with a so-called Preliminary Examination – Equivalent to today's finishing with
a junior high-school school, 9th grade. And performed extremely well in all her doings in any
school situation the next many years. We don't have much information about these years, except
what we see at pictures and we only have for her about first grade.
We think she went on to work at Silkeborg Bad https://www.silkeborgbad.dk/ where she did office work
receptionist. It's really funny to think that her great grandmother n'te was the first known female
War cabinet member Johanne Andersdatter Panther: Panther owned among other large estates the
Thorp in North West Jutland which really represented the gateway to the Baltic Sea through
Skagerak to Kattegat. If we say this was poor defence structure, we should say that the defence of
Jutland peninsula not developed from the Viking age forward except for the Ringborg's; the
Dannevirke earthwork is said to be built by the Danes, but normally would have been built by the
civilized part, in this case south of the border their peoples. As we know the ring castles was
properly activated; a few citadels did work for some time such as the Frederizia earthworks; but
apart from these no proper strategic defence system was ever built before WWII by the Anglo
Saxons: They commissioned the Atlantic defence of Jutland against the British, and the central
command was located at Silkeborg Bad: Thus Johanne Panthers great grand daughter sat in this
centre as receptionist 600years or 20 generations later: I find that funny and somehow telling.
Johanne Panther owned the fortress Torp which was the staging post between Norway and
Denmark.
You may find this kind of talking about places and events weaving into one another over space and time some
sort of random as events: The Germans commissioned the fortifications of Jutland: The Danish state
printed the money and Danish contractors erected the fortress system: One of these contractors was
a gentleman: named Lars Peter Høje Kristensen and he built most of the concrete bunker structure
in Thy, meaning from Agger Tange up to Hanstholm: One of the most significant structures as the
canons had to cover half the space between Norway and Denmark, with the Norwegian side taking
the other half. After the war he was considered collaborator and his property including the lovely
Skibstedgaard was confiscated even the fortune prior to get the commission to this particular work:
Which is not fair as he just worked: He was paid by the Danish State who cling to power: Thus he

followed the orders, rules, regulations and payments they offered him. Yes he benefited stashing up
newly printed bills, fake as always: This place is historical as its from here King Kanut the Great
launched his attack to conquer England: Skibsted Fjord: But this is not the first time the state or
crown confiscated this property: During the Dukes Conquest 1530, and the following reformation in
1530ies this area suffered huge confiscations.
The above Skibstedgaard has been in Rie's fathers family for the generations: The last member to leave was
Poul Stokholm Bendixen was her dad Poul's 3rd cousin. One of the first direct ancestors recorded
was in 1695 Ida Rudbechsdatter Humble. You think this is outlandish? Try this:
1952-3 She applies for work at Kollerup: Poul Madsen and Harald Mark family knows each other from before
check out the 1864 murder of Ingeborg. Harald's fathers father was Godfather for Poul at his
baptism 1888. But this was the upcoming farmers soon to take over the upper-class ranks in Jutland:
Harald had from family investment and extremely well trimmed farm enterprise by his own
purchased Kollerup Estate and in addition later Sostrup Castle. Gertrud Andersdatter Munk and
Lunov family also related to Johanne, from Thorp also owned exactly Sostrup and Kollerup: I don
not think Rie knew that: But I think she has felt a strange bond with the place and its people, a
bond coming to you when you sort of recognize smell and atmosphere. Kollerup and Sostrup will
form her life in a decisive way. For the next decade of her formative years. It's interesting that
people do not recognize bond to areas features in the landscape, buildings or anything in this
culture: People come out of the blue from America with their money and purchase property and take
in possession in front o your nose, never asking: Just feel entitled through fortunes. Not even
looking at the obligations the graves in the grass provides for us living members: My father I hos
mausoleum or for that matter respect for anything except their own self-perception and the image
they try to project on the community

Illustration 21: 1958 Rie at Sostrup – her family
owned these places hundreds of years ago

Illustration 22: 1958 Rie at Sostrup demonstrating
belonging, freedom

Illustration 23: 1953 from the Salon at Kollerup Estate, Marie Kirstine - she did master the piano.

1940-65 Foresight, Rie carried this ability to look forward: Yeah of course you yourself has massive influence
on your life-out-come: But being put for hate: Almost no-one anticipates that: When it happens,
typically for women who changes stand-point. Partner, or anything else, people even form hate
groups shaming,naming and isolating the poor individual who broke the bond to the former support
groups at large.

Illustration 24: 1953 From left girl Harald, girl and Marie Kirstine at
Kollerup. Only known photo featuring both Harald and Rie in same frame
They feel betrayed: An analysis of this group stoning is called for: But I don't find it relevant within the context
of this book, Rie's adventure. Rie enjoyed life to its fullest: Meetings, evenings out, eating and
dancing, going shopping. Her appetite for life was front and center. Romance, intimacy, intense
talks this is how she wanted to live: She loved to sing, play guitar, also piano: She always listened
to Radio Station 1, both with the seafarer weather report, stock exchange notifications, and not the
least Classical Music and Jazz.
Rie had no nonsense approach to everything in life: Honesty good arguments, reasonable: Off we go: She
shared her interest in discussing the predicted, expected or desired outcome in the future: This was
natural to her: Her parents had such a realistic sense of predictability, combined with the reason of
God, and the hopes in the deep prayer.

Illustration 25: 1953 Rie biking at Kollerup and unknown girl
Rie's outlook was way more direct and no nonsense: She loved praying,
a she loved the loving meetings of her church, but really she believed in
your own influence on life, and God probably would be busy when it
came to your personal desires, wishes for hood luck and fortune. Her
brother JC and his famous writings in Skanderborg Newspaper on
Space travel about 20 years prior to it happened: Rie's partner my dad
Harald also had the same capacity to look forward. He is not scared to
go 30 years ahead in time, and take a look in advising his coming child:
me, in 1958: Here in the future at in adulthood of his coming child,
meaning 1984 he predict he is long gone, he takes steps to predict the
best trades to focus on for having a nice income: Rie is not looking so
many years ahead, probably 5years or so, which is long time for her. Rie,
do have a tendency early on to show some insecurity towards the future:
She is successfully forcing Harald to make promises on where his heart
is, regardless he is married, to marry her: She goes all in in demanding
promises, and he delivers: Promises that is, never action; Harald has
excellent capacity in bluff: She never takes him for granted though and
Illustration 26: 1953 Sostrup Castle, built a life without his support to demonstrate her independence.
from left girlfriend Gerda Selchau,
Marie Kirstine, and two children

To prove her point she collects all correspondence from Harald into one bunch from 1958 when the first child is
conceived to when the second is delivered namely Perle 1961: These almost three years shows him
flickering around: He is basically creating not a schizophrenia with two worlds: He is creating no
less than three parallel worlds for himself: This happens to him when he is admitted to Ebeltoft
Hospital in early 1959: In multiple letters, as example one with Rie, where the children rarely are
mentioned: He is more occupied of his access to her and getting his will. The next level is the
exterior world which he deals with just plainly for business, such as agents, people selling stuff etc:
Third level is from the beginning pure invention: A world encompassing his 1st cousins, his wife and
a few others, pretending he is helping a poor girl meaning: He is not ready to admit he is creating a

new family: it's to show he is good hearted old man. He is thrilled himself with these three parallel
worlds, rolling ahead
Harald is fancying:
World I: Harald is a generous man, due to obligations as boss, helping a former employee, a girl lost in life
(Rie) audience: He is talking to everyone.
World II: Harald is a smart, extremely rich and practical man just executing elegantly and of course completely
out of reach by normal people such as his wife, cousins, later his nephew and his oldest son, in
solving issues surrounding his business doings. Audience: He is talking to people for hire.
World III: Harald is a strong father and partner for Rie, navigating life, dropping money, services and
companionship at her feet to aid her in her self-made distress, as she became pregnant. He is even
suggesting he couldn't be the father due to their romantic encounter - due date. He is talking to Rie
as romantic partner thinking beyond her immediate motherhood, and further in romance after giving
birth, in effectively insisting to shorten her motherhood as much as possible: Suggesting Abortion
out of State, Boarding Schools, Orphanage etc and when she is not complying suggesting himself
initiating exclusive boarding school at Sostrup Castle. All is refused.
This will in the following be referenced as 'delusional world', leading to Harald's apology pursuant to Rie's
death, in which he is really blaming every most of the time, in particular Rie's family.

Illustration 27: 1960 spring, Rie and Carl Peter in the back of Sostrup Castle love-nest
He sends three letters in the same envelope to Rie: one pure business which turns out later to be fabrication, one
pure fabrication to his lawyers explaining what h. e expects them to deliver, and a third which
shows also to be fabrication; presenting himself as a viable partner. Rie never shows any confussion
to his self made delusional world(s). He is demanding Rie to reply to him in machine typed formal
form so no-one will become suspicious from his letters. It doesn't bother her at all his project: What
bothers her is lack of proper, sustained attention from him: She complaints over this in all the
years: And she should: He is not the one coming to paint her kitchen, feed the children, do any
shopping, knitting, or in any respect do anything at all: He sees himself as romantic involved, and
happy so, as long she is ready for him well dressed and not arguing: Everything is good. He has no
appreciation for the fact, she does not need his financial support, oversight, advice or any such at
all: Her practice in business, and her education gives her an advantage he hasn't: She has five years

more education than him, and way more elegant in her approach to a modern society: What she
adores with him is his foresight, his romantic gene, his intensity, his intelligence and humour. This
besser-wissen, I am the one helping you approach she ignores: He loves the class-system and se
himself on a climbing ladder - for him to see himself as a success, he has to appreciate the society
at large, but as he has criminal conviction he has no chance of getting Royl recognition, which
normally would be easy to pick up with his standing financially. Thus he distance himself from the
establishment, while he tries to secure himself as superior due to his outset. This comes with some
pain, as he then would have to admit he comes from tennat farmers, not the gentry. And as he is not
born into gentry, they will naturally never accept him as equal. They will consider him as a nouveau
riche brat.
She despise class and see that ambition as poor character. She knows from a family of pride, how to assess this.
She is blaming her father for being too arrogant in his attitude towards regular people, but she
knows it has a back-ground: He is probably one of the finest men: With raised head taking lifelong
beatings, he never gives up working three-four jobs to raise his family and still failing and still
keeping up spirits: This is iron-man: When she in her late 26-7 years of age realizes Harald is no
iron-man – he is not a man of of his words: opposite closer to a con at this time in his life which is
extremely upsetting, disappointing and it will show fatal.: He comes from a stock of spoiled cowboys she loses it: This is a catastrophe unfolding in her body, in the heart of her self and her
community, and as the public increasingly demands answers as to who is fathering more children:
The catastrophe opens up, deepens, widens and increase in intensity eventually absorbing her entire
existence and swallowing her up.
There are many traits you haver to demonstrate when you come from a gentry family like Rie's father: Poul
You have to have breath, wide chest, strong heart but also be good hearted, your sense of justice must be
impeccable as you will be killed by the masses if you don't: You have to choose partners with care: Rather
some with disadvantages who will give everything to support you in return for your trust, rather in some upcomers who pretends to deliver but comes to take for themselves.
You have to ba a man of honour, a man trustworthy at his promises, and his to be capable fo delivering: Rie was
deeply disappointed with Harald's performance after their first child:
He had promised to marry her: He did not: yeah some three years after they conceived their 2nd child he started
to propose, but he had not divorced thus it was pure air:
He had promised to be supportive: He was not: He was delivering money: She didn't want them: She had
herself: No she wanted his time, his love, his attention his help with matters accompany.
He had promised aiding her move back to her home town around Skanderborg somewhere: He put up her hopes
high captivating her attention with all his capacity and meetings in far away laces, with important people etc: :
He failed miserably: He bought a cheap land far from everybody: It is so very far from any family, any source
of income and all entertainment it's hard to imagine: . And even then he couldn't get at building-permit, thus
trashing the project, and completing ailing to support her move: He wanted her to stay as is, as Krusemyntegade
16, was his staging post for ,meetings in Copenhagen, connection with his own family in Copenhagen area,
He didn't want her to move within 15 minutes drive of his family business in Kollerup estate: this would
jeopardize his business, his reputation, and his business partners likely would cancel their doings with him
when (not if) they found out about his extensive new family of four.
He faked to her that he really was sincere: He was not one meter of his way for more than 10 years from her as
teenager to grown mother of three at 30. This hit her as a ton of brick, a concrete wall.
None of the traits Rie's father mustered, are prevalent in Harald, and for that matter in his forbearers: They
probably are social climbers arriving in a marriage with not much to show for, except hi hopes and energy, just
to settle in and enjoy the ride in the wives limo. They think you should have a social standing to speak: You
should earn your place through what you can show for: If these are borrowed feathers does not matter to them.
In particular a picture of his granddad is telling: He died penniless, but he did walk around in high cylinder hat,
showing off and register himself as 'capitalist' in census, as he is living of his fortune at heigh age. It becomes
pathetic when you know from which medium small size farms he and his family was raised from in generations
prior.

Illustration 28: 1959 winter: Rie pregnant with Carl Peter around Roskilde Fjord – seams as if Harald has
arranged for some suitable accessories
Next photographs and of those we have loads, she has just turned 19 years in 1953 and is working at the
Kollerup Estate https://www.danskeherregaarde.dk/nutid/kollerup

Rie, coming about:
Detailed timeline, Documentation and Referencing
1888 father born in Gammelør, Ljørslev on Mors Island.
1893 mother born nearby Vejle,
1899 partner Harald born near to town of Hobro.

1927 Funen Island, Nyborg, start of Rie's family:
1927 Sep 18th in Nyborg, parents married Nyborg Church; they are late bloomers: As mother's mom has died,
and only her father left weak and old, she is allowed to marry though he should move in and she
take care of him with his tiny pension. Father Poul and mother Laura has been saving all their lives
to
1928 sister Elisabeth born Jernbanegade 18 Nyborg, General Store owned and operated in leased facilities at the
corner store called the Untighty corner 'Det urolige hjoerne'.
1930 mothers father dies in Nyborg
1931 Jens Kristian, brother born in Nyborg
1931 The Store and family turns out bankrupt due to delay in effect of Wall Street Crash 1929.

1932 Mors Island, Morsø
racking around due to lack of occupation
1932 moves to Nykoebing Mors Klingenbergsgade 38 for 2 months
1932-33 moves to Mollerup ca 1year in Mollerup on top of the bakery there, first floor. Possibly living there to
about 1936 at least as Lisbeth is mentioning she participated in a few pre-school classes of sorts,
and she turned 7 in autumn 1935.
1933 moves back to Nykoebing Mors, Nørrebro 27 for one month
1933-7 moves to Noerrebro 56 to stay for about 3years
1934 Marie Kristine born May 21, 1934 Nykøbing Mors

1937 Jutland Peninsula, Skanderborg
stabilizing family, where parents stay to they die
1937 moving to Skanderborg, Korsvej 3rd floor which equals
2.sal in Danish, also with a bakery at ground floor.
1938-40 summer only, Rie and siblings are sent to the Beachfront Hospital in Juelsminde receiving treatment from doctor
Hans Thomsen and staff. The first year all of three of them,
next year only two of them, one being Elisabeth. They receive
bathing in the sea, therapeutic Tungsten light, som classes,
being well fed and cleaned – all likely have early signs of
tuberculosis. Lisbeth talks warmly about this experience.
They all got healthy out.
1937-38 father Poul has three jobs: Poul is repairing
furnitures and music instruments; he is maintaining the music
store; he is bicycling around and selling sewing equipment
such as needles and other tiny things; he is collecting free
wood for the heat and cooking arrangement. Mother is
collecting food stamps, social welfare and doing the market
shopping everyday.
1940 moving, family to Adelgade 48 backyard ground-floor,
Skanderborg
1940-45 Nazi occupation.
1941 Rie starts in public school:
1941 grandfather Christen Madsen Larsen dies in in Øster
Illustration 29: 1957 Rie with her favorite amber
neckless, likely a gift from Harald: Lost

Jølby.
1942 Elisabeth leaves home, and moves to Kerte, Lunge Vestergaard to serve mothers brother and his wife.
1942-5 Elisabeth works at the neighbouring lawyers house in Adelgade Skanderborg as maid.
1942 writing May 19th sis Lisbeth to bro Jens mentioning that father Poul will go to grandfather Christen
Madsen Larsen in (Øster Jølby, Morsø) in Pentecost meaning May 22nd to May 25th sometime 1942.
As grandpa died in 1941 and his 2nd wife the year before, it's unclear to whom he is going for visit:
His grave? Sisters? Estate?
1945 after this, parents moves to Søholm 1, Skanderborg
1948-50 Elisabeth works at the phone central Skanderborg.
1950 Parents moves to Vestervang 9, Skanderborg
1950-53 Elisabeth is educated registered nurse at Silkeborg Hospital.

1952 Silkeborg, Aarhus, Kollerup and Sostrup
Rie leaves family:
1952 Rie works at Kurhuset, Silkeborg Bad as office/ receptionist. This is the former Nazi-HQ for the military
comment protecting Jutland against allied invasion.
1954 mother operation for cancer.
1953 works at Kollerup, summer, according to herpartner, 'she participated in Christian Festivals rather than
parties'
1953 school : autumn Would like to attend Bibelstudies classes at Bible camp.
1953 visit Karen Elisabeth has been at Kollerup Harald Mark's apology 1965 Feb 5th series.
1953 History September 9th : '''reference 1965 Feb 5th Harald Mark's apology'': that he remembers her vaguely
from summer (July) of 1953, delivered her this date: Must have been to either biblecamp or Parents
house. Also he is indicating that they were intimate for the first time here about late summer of
1953 say mid-august.
1953 vacation Sostrup Harald Mark's Apology Feb 5th 1965: that he spent one month around August spending
time to recover from a wound from a Safari in Africa, his wife was away to care for daughter in-law
as well etc:
1954 sis Elisabeth give birth to 1st child Peter Pløk in Hobro.
1954 vacation summer 2nd cousin Elin b1938 for the last time is at Kollerup: she came here every summer for
six weeks, since 1947 – source: Elin Overgaard Mark Bisgaard about Kollerup 2008.
1954 visit to Kollerup, Hadsten month of June to meet ip with Harald.
1955 works in Moellegade 18, Silkeborg; Martha Levring, Møllegade 18, Silkeborg Marie lived at 2nd floor
(Karen Elisabeth is her fo rthe first time year 1950 as apprentice at Silkeborg Hospital)
1955 registered nurse student commencement (ca) Silkeborg/ Skanderborg
1956 sis Lisbeth give birth to 2nd child in Hobro October
1956 travels Rie will visit sister Lisbeth in Hobro in November; letter from Lisbeth to parents mentioning Jens
is selling his car to purchase a new (not sure if this is the car which Harald is partially sponsoring/
financing).
1956-7 honneymoon (Harald and Rie) Spring three days to Skagen, Brøndum's Hotel for some days, Grenen,
the sand dune Church, back through Aalborg, Lindholmhills, between Galten and Vinterslev they
had an argument, Rie wanted to abandon the trip, regardless she had promised to cook for him in
the absence of his regular staff Harald had dismissed to create a romantic weekend for the two of
them at Kollerup; source Harald's Apology. Rie felt this may not be a relation-ship for her as he did
not live up to her expectations.
1957 intimate fully: As his wife is away, his cook is away etc.
~1957 Rie works at Sostrup Castle, her brother Jens is going there as well. Her Mom Laura Gertrud is writing
in a letter to Rie's older sister, that Rie has expressed happiness there is so quite at Sostrup, and she
has a complete apartment there. Mom is mentioning: Something took place at Sostrup, something
alarming.
1957 Rie works at Aarhus Natal unit April 2nd Mom is mentioning Rie will go to Aarhus Maternity Clinic unit
'Aarhus Fødestiftelse' May 1st; also mentioning new house with central heating system.
1957 parents moves to new accommodation with central heating system, and smaller living space.

1957 graduates nurse in Skanderborg
1958 work: Rie is working in Aarhus as she is pregnant, and requires to move away due to pregnancy; Haralds
apology

1958 Zealand Island, Copenhagen
1958 works at Sct Hans Hospital in Roskilde
1958 Jul 11th leaves Sostrup (pregnant) . Harald refers to this event in his
complaint its a boy April 13th 1959, and doesn't understand the
pregnancy to be 5 days overdue.
1958 Nov 16th from Harald at Kollerup to Rie at Sundby Hospital: This is a
letter addressed to unborn child now 5 months due date: This Illustration 30: 1958 Sct Hans
letter is trying to apologize or failing's and setting the scene to Hospital, guitar. Applied to DR's
jazz orchestra 1963.
rectify:
''Describing his ageing condition, ailments, how this relationship with Rie came about, and fatherly advice to
how the child should make a living. Also that heritage has been given away to half-brother. The
letter contains a reference to a promise from his then 30 year son Niels Aage he would provide
assistance in need, all which should be done is showing this letter to him. The letter is referencing
'not to create disturbance' but to guard his son's integrity and let him decide how the connection
should be.
1958 Dec 11th; from Harald at Kollerup to Rie at Sundby Hospital: 'nice to meet without arguing' letter –
Harald is threatening Rie with perspective of the child going to orphanage, while he simultaneously
is complimenting her looks, setting the scene or continued relationship I the child is abandoned.
Then Harald is continuing into a long tirade on how she should take care o herself, and the child
setting up goals or the child, choosing between practical or theoretical capabilities. He ends up
writing: I am so worried that they will laugh o you, when you tell people who is the father og your
child.
1958 Dec 23rd and following letter is joined in same envelope and submitted from Hadsten Jan 31st, 1st letter:
Christmas from Harald at Kollerup to Rie at Sundby: In reference to the holy Mary he is realizing
she also gave birth without being married. He wants Rie to spent Christmas alone, which has been
hard on her, as she rather spent time with her parents in Skanderborg, but refrain to do so do to her
obvious pregnancy; this is also hard as her mother is really sick and has been or some time and will
pass May 16th the following year spring:
1958 Dec 28-30th ; 2nd letter reference to telepathic conference with her christimas eve; scheduling a rendezvous
with her on January 16th or 17th requiring her to confirm to him in type-written letters, revealing no
personal information. He is showing empathy to a lonely elderly lady not to sit segregated at
Christmas; meaning he does not eel this towards Rie?!
1958 Dec 31st from Harald in Kollerup (on his way to Sostrup Slot) to Rie at Sundby Hospital:
1958 writing from Harald to Rie Dec 31st (this is yet another letter submitted before Jan 1st 1958) Harald knows
she is looking or living accommodations: He is talking to both her and her brother Jens and
referring to an unfortunate down payment on a car, Rie has helped her brother to accomplish; now
Harald is cautioning her to use his Lawyer K. Søndergaard providing address and free access
through him or assistance in acquiring property; Harald is also talking about the quality he desires
or the house such as garden, space or building addition etc.
rd
1959 Jan 3 from Harald Kollerup to Rie: plan or founding a house: this is a business type letter trying to
establish a case or erecting a new house, and establishing a business case or house with three
apartment: sounds by the looks as the house they eventually end up buying in Krusemyntegade
though with property o 80m2 not 800m2. He makes referencing to upcoming meeting, likely around
mid-January as previously mentioned in other letter.1
1959 Jan 20th Likely meeting mid-Jan has not materialized as Harald is at Ebeltoft Hospital : reason likely he
had felt ill at Sostrup thus he is at Ebeltoft only a few miles away: otherwise he would have been at
Aarhus Hospital. He is cautioning her to bargain for purchase of land with a temporary roaming
instalment in house as condition. He is saying he is going through investigative measures at the
hospital without any treatment: Also that he expects to stay for yet another week. He is also
referring to his niece Jette (Jorrgen Mark's sister) who is being installed in Herlev in a new house;
house interior, prize as well as down-payment is listed. Harald is now requesting her to contact

lawyer Laugsten-Svendsen: A letter she has in copy: Proposed purchase of developing land in
Glostrup: prize, conditions, financing, monthly payment, down-payment etc listed in this letter.
From the cautionary statements its clear that Rie is feeling ignored by him, and getting really upset
about the prospect of not having a safe home.
1959 Jan 21st from Harald still at Ebeltoft Hospital to Rie still at Sundby Hospital; This is late hours letter to
his lover: Most is private and is not intended for referencing, nor publication. Harald is reflecting on
their relationship and joy, and cautioning her to find the way though her anxieties, and leading her
to relax in the prospects of them having a safe life in a house with garden, where they are together
with their child.
1959 Jan 23rd from Harald still at Ebeltoft Hospital to Rie still at Sundby Hospital: This letter contains a
handmade prospect drawing of a new house to be built, two and ½ stories, no basement with central
stair up though the about 80m2 (800square feet) house. In the notes financing is listed. The letter is
very precise in referencing how to make Rie's sister Elisabeth and her into a family helping oneanother out: In referencing to Elisabeth is newly separated from her husband and now have to work
to make ends meet. Harald is mentioning the doctor at hospital having private knowledge as a friend
Harald's brother Carl Georg.
He is is in unequally terms making it clear that he does not wish to be known as the father and is making up
scenarios and stories for her she can use for free to create sympathy or herself. He is also making
financial statements on behalf of Rie and her sister, salaries, contributions to rent etc. His
assessment is now 200kr per month as oppose to previous 100kr per month.
He will that Rie owns the house and Elisabeth pays rent, through a contract.
1959 Jan 25th he is back in the Kollerup Office writing to her at Sundby Hospital; he is describing her brother
Jens as an idiot, and mentioning some ways to alleviate him from a mistaken purchase of a used
car, and he will help him out. Karen Elisabeth has now borrowed money from Rie. This letter as a
warning to her on as to how he wants to scare off her siblings, and as to how he wants to make her
feel like a fool if you don't follow his advice.
1959 Feb 2nd this is a letter from Harald to at Kollerup to Rie at Sundby Hospital : She is obviously not
responding to his phone-calls and letters: He is saying its best for him to have her in Copenhagen
not in Ebeltoft.
1959 Feb 5th From Harald to Rie at Sundby Hospital, he is at Ebeltoft Hospital again: he has had a sudden
pneumonia and recovering by penicillin treatment at Ebeltoft Hospital. <he is not sure to recognize
his fatherhood, or as to try to run away from the whole thing. The plans of living in Ebeltoft has
failed due to Elisabeth does not wish to live there its too far from her ex. Randers is still an option.
He obviously dislike Elisabeth's children. Also he is not making any effort to prise her genes. Only
his own. He is now talking in derogative terms to Elisabeth; also mentioning she should not expect
help from her, and should not help her (by lending her money).
Looks like he is attempting to severe Rie's ties with her family.
1959 Feb 2nd from Harald at Ebeltoft to Rie at Sundby: Harald has read a book by Frederik Paludan Møller
(which is a relative to Rie) Adam Homo; this book he insist she should seek moral support in.
Harald is thanking for her letter, and trying to re-establish communication with her.
1959 Feb 10th from Harald at Ebeltoft but submitted from Hadsten as he is terminating this date at Ebeltoft; to
Rie at Sundby: He is very pleased with her letter; he is joyfully re-thinking the plans as to where to
locate her and their tiny family. Again he is trying to severe the ties between Rie and her sister. He
is intending to travel to Copenhagen next week: He will arrive by boat in the morning and visit her
around 8pm; he will attend a short meeting in the Ministry mid-day.
He is writing he is happy for her visit at his bed-side in Ebeltoft Hospital.
1959 Feb 14th there is a delay as Kollerup will be swallowed by Hadsten Municipality, thus he will be delayed
to Friday. He is asking her to read this book again, to thoroughly understand the priest and dentry
the childs fathers is raised in.
1959 Feb 24th, copy of letter to Harald's 1st cousin Kristian Søndergaard 'landsret-sagfører', he has legal capacity
to meet at provincial level courts. He is trying to engage him in securing a place to live in
Copenhagen; all other options off the table. This letter contains a hand-drawn sketch likely by
Harald himself as to a house incl funding plans, financing, likely the for now dished plans for a two
stories house in Ebeltoft for Rie and sister Elisabeth.
1959 March 2nd letter from Harald to Rie at Sundby Hospital. Contains a note: ''Love you''

He is stating that he decided to purchase the house, after she left the meeting. He is ordering her to put the child
into foster-care (this is likely Krusemyntegade 16 which ends up being the home or the family in
the next five years to come)
He is mentioning a family conflict on her side; also that a meeting on Sostrup has to take place. He is asking if
she has the employment in place in unequal terms that she, not he, should pay for the rent. He is
scheduled to come to town next week.
1959 March 6th two letters written on same paper from Harald at Kollerup to Ris at Sundby Hospital: He is
threatening her to leave is she is not cheerful, joyful and content wplus pleased with his help and
decisions.
The child is now named: Carl Peter.
1959 Mar 17th a copy of letter to K. Søndergaard on purchase of house plus some home improvements to be
scheduled etc. He is mentioning Rie has no sense of business and should not sign any documents.
Also a furniture van is scheduled to arrive at the scene. Also he is writing to her with copy to thelawyer that she is not stupid. He is also writing in persona to Rie on same copy and letter to
Søndergaard that she should cheer up etc.
1959 Marc 19th This is detailed info on purchase of furnitures to the house. How to fit-out the home etc.
1959 March 22nd from Harald in Kollerup to Rie in Sundby Hospital: again copy to 1st cousin on house
purchase; a copy of letter to her; and a handwritten note to her; He has now set-.up what he wants:
His cousin to the work; people think he is helping a less fortunate girl out of a good heart.
In a separate note he is cutting her brother out of the promised help; he is saying: We had to change the roof on
the cow-barn and do not have the funds to the help you and that.
1959 March 29th from Harald in Kollerup to Rie in Sundby Hospital he is not happy to not have heard from her
during Easter: he is talking in derogative terms on she is not responding. The purchase has gone through and so
has the financing. He expect her to spent time on a natal clinique at this time.
1959 Mar 31st from Harald in Kollerup to Rie in Sundby Hospital thanking for her letter; talking about several
process in restoring purchased used furnitures; he is cautioning her to get to know the area; also to purchase a
phone; also to remember to go and sign documents awaiting in several offices.
1959 April 3rd from Harald in Kollerup to Rie now Krusemyntegade 16; he is urging her to go and sign papers.

1959 1st Child
1959 April 8th; again three letter: One personal, one practical and one official.
Officially:
He is officially helping her with furnitures and sending them April 16th and will arrive April 17th to receive
them.
Practically: furnitures will arrive on 17th of April from Hadsten. He is trying to shoot a wedge in between her
ex-brother in-law (Kurt Gjevnø) and her due to rumours he will come and visit her in Copenhagen
to finish his studies there. He is warning in unequally terms not to encourage this, and try to prevent
this with full force. Also he is suggesting that her brother in-law is trying to benefit from her and the
situation. He is suggesting her to arrange her
own brother to pick her up at the clinique to
bring her (the few hundred yards home).
Harald has arranged she can use the clinique
as hotel for 10 days to make it it with his
furniture transport from Kollerup (April 9th to
April 18th) as a side note upside down: I love
you double,

Illustration 31: 1959 May, Rie at Castellet with Carl Peter in
the stroller

Privately: I think about you often and you
should take street-car line 1 or 6 to
Vesterbrogade (to look at furnitures)
th
1959 Apr 9 from Harald at Kollerup to Rie at
doctor Estmand's Clinique at
Vestervoldgade 88, down town
Copenhagen: He is writing officially
semi-official: about registration of
him as father of the child etc. he is
happy she has no scares so they
maybe intimate soon after. He wants
to know who the boy looks like. He
is ensuring a wedge between her and
her brother Cjens Christian on the
financing of the interiors of the
apartment, and writing in
unequivocal terms that its's best to
leave her brother in the dark
regarding money flow.
1959 Apr 12th from Harald at Hadsten Post-office
to Rie at the clinique: He is thinking
about her, pretending to do
something else; he will arrive Friday
(April 18th and stay to Sunday April
20th) spending time with her and the
boy (but really thinking about
intimacy):
1959 April 13th mentioning the boy should have
been delivered on April 3d as she left
Sostrup July 11th 1958; he says the
boy looks like his father but has
complained its not a girl; he hope her
brother Jens Christian will help;
Illustration 32: 1959 May at Castellet, the picture for us
1958 winter to spring living condition poor, Rie contains many elements of history: Haralds dad was married
is meeting resentment as to being
2nd time right here at Castellet Church: Rie has many millers
unmarried pregnant and can't find
in her family, her dad grew up in Karby N Mølle and Tødsø
living accommodations (refer to
Mølle. Its only a few hundred yards from our home in
letter to her father)
Krusemyntegade etc
1959 divorce before April of , sister Lisbeth is
not living with her husband Kurt anymore, according to letter from Rie saluting the three of them
(Lisbeth and her two children)
nd
1959 Apr 2 8 hour day as last working day before labour at Sundby Hospital,6days later.
1959 early April gives birth to son, Carl Peter
1959 writing Rie to Harald Apr 4th ''Your dad you have good reasons to be proud of, as he is such a character as
I wish you should become'''' source: Harald Mark's apology 1965 Feb 5th
1959 writes letter Apr 9th to sis Elisabeth, expressing joy of the birth of 1st child Carl Peter
1959 works Copenhagen Municipality Hospital, until 1961.
1959 moving in, April May: to own house Krusemyntegade 16 financed by Harald Mark her partner,
Copenhagen City; works at Blegdams Hospital, Copenhagen.
1959 writing Lisbeth is Jun 8th to parents thanking them for letting her know they have been informed on Rie's
status as not married, and she now has a child etc. She is talking about her own divorce from Kurt
as difficult, and ongoing. Kurt is though paying steadily and children in kindergarten: However
work is too little to feed the family. She expresses jalousie as Harald has helped her sister with
everything; Lisbeth is mentioning Rie can only visit on a Sunday due to work.
1959 writing Rie to partner Harald Aug 2nd : '''You are the man I have dreamt about from my earliest memory, I
do not dare to blame God that you (Hald red) are not younger, whom would dare to correct God on

his making, he is good to all people, all the happiness we have experienced together og likely are
going to experience in the future '''(the wording does not sound exactly like Rie's so probably
modified a bit) source: Harald Mark's apology 1965 Feb 5th
1960 May 16th mother pass after falling ill, steep illness, May 16th

Illustration 33: 1960 Rie and Carl Peter eating at uncle Jens place in Rødovre
1960 father Poul comes to retirement home Solbakken i Skanderborg.
1960 baptism March of Catholic Church, Copenhagen Diocese
1960 sick child, Carl Peter has a cold before Nov 19th as per letter to father.
1960 works at Landmandsbanken's HQ Kongens Nytorv central Copenhagen; before November as per her letter
to dad Poul Nov 11th
1960 writes Nov 11th letter to father Poul, expressing massive frustration of his total lack of support, and
mistrust to her project.
1961 writes; '''To my son in case of my death''' on the envelope of a letter sent April 8th 1959 from Copenhagen
to her, nurse at Krusemyntegade 16.
1963 phone installed in Rie's house before July same year (as the announcement on failed permit application,
meaning not granted came by phone (source Carl Peters memory),
not verified 1959 works at, likely around May 1st Rie starts at Landmandsbanken Kongens Nytorv
1960 measles May 10th brother Jens is here informing his dad about his grandson Carl Peter has (measles)
mæslinger, (I actually remember this); brother Jens is writing to his dad, in an effort to calm his dad
as wife/ mom Laura Gertrude has perished; Rie invites to Birthday celebration May 21st dinner at
6pm.
1960 celebration Rie's birthday May 21st 6pm at her house in Krusemyntegade.
1960 rendez-vous Randers Harald's wife meets Rie in Randers with a boy, child (Carl Peter)
1961 works at Landmandsbanken på Kongens Nytorv, København

1961 2nd child
1960-63 not much documentation

Illustration 34: 1961 Rie with 2nd child, our belowed sister Perle
1963 purchase Harald bought land in Djursland he named Dystrupholm ved Dystrup Sø to erect a home,
together with Rie: the plans falls short of happening due to rejecting of a permit July same year
(Karen Elisabeth should probably also live in this complex) ((CP recalls Rie's phone conversations
on the house – she was happy in the first period to turn really sad when it didn't materialize; now
this is extremely cheap land and make no sense to the sisters (both registered nurses) who will how

no place to generate an income as the nearest hospital is miles away; and with Harald's failing
support they really have to generate a lot to stay afloat.
1963 rejection July, no permit granted, source Harald Mark's apology 1965 Feb 5th
1963 was forced to Hospital for the mentally ill. Sahe was fighting the force, as she as nurse knew what this
would lead to. They treated her with Electro Chock Therapy, which had no effect on her troubles.
She had no mental problems. She was a straight-forward thinking, over-worked mom.
1963 writing partner Harald is Nov 11th addressing his cousin lawyer Quist regarding attempt to twist some
regulations prohibiting owner from taking possession for their own use more than one unit in their
apartment complex, and asking about progress in getting an exempt order; fru Germandsen on 3rd
floor is 'evicted', but offered 1st floor as replacement. Harald is stating he doesn't know where Rie is
located (she has been forcefully removed from her home, and force treated with electrochock at
Kommunehospital9. I recollect clearly both renovation of 1st and 2nd floor, as my shirt got
completely white on the back, as well as police officers removing her against her will: She said:
''OK I go with you if you don't touch my children'''...as the lead officer of three said: ''If you don't
come we will remove your children'''...we two children went into foster-care at orphanage anyway.
Likely they know she is pregnant with their 3rd child Christian due June 1964.
There is talk about fru Hurup's former apartment.
1963 meetings November Rie starts attending Seventh day Adventist mission source: Harald Mark's apology
1965 Feb 5th
1963 Harald travels: Dec 3rd -4th partner Harald is scheduled to meetings in Copenhagen.
1963 writing Dec 10th Harald to Karen Elisabeth : Harald is expressing frustration about Rie's position on his
presents in their relation. Harald is referring to several events, a recommended letter from Rie and
Karen Elisabeth's father Poul likely on Dec 5th; frustration he did not meet their brother Jens who
failed to show; it is not clear why Harald is addressing Karen Elisabeth: talking to her like a
guardian of some sort for
Rie.
Harald is mentioning
reference to Rie has
complained about som
drinking, singing, and men
foreigners coming to her bed
smelling etc. Harald is
mentioning Rie has not been
lesbian, and he is worried
about her new relation with
Apostolate Church (the
church caring for her),
Harald Mark's apology
1965 Feb 5th series he is
rephrasing these events: The
doctor at the hospital had
recommended him to leave
her alone, to give her room
to recover. Also suddenly
there is disorder in
chronology as Harald is
referring to a letter he sent
November 28th proposing to
her, and she rejects. But he is
arguing that this was a result
of Jørgen's meeting with Rie,
a family meeting on
Kollerup to resolve the
situation which obviously
Illustration 35: 1963 Perle and Carl Peter sharing a precious moment
in uncle Jens garden in Rødovre

was about to get out of hand. In Harald's view Jørgen is reporting that Rie is not looking good
source Harald Mark's apology 1965 Feb 5th
1964 Jan 26th letter from Karen. Nielsen Adler Sundsgade 20 Silkeborg – this letter is mentioning Apostolic
church and people, - Rie's children attends a nursery from this chruch: Karen is longing for her and
her sister and mentioning many people share knowledge about, in Silkeborg, she is also kept out o
the loop as she is not kept undated for at least a year or more; also she is stating she can't move to
occupy Rie's empty apartment, which would aid Rie in fostering the children, as Rie's mother has
past.
1964 writing Feb 3rd Rie to Harald, source: Harald Mark's apology 1965 Feb 5th series: '''I will ask you not to
make things worse than they already has become. God will give me the strength to walk the path
alone together with the kids. God is not rejecting anyone, not even the worse of us committing sins.
I will pray from my deepest heart for your souls salvation, if we could just meet in heavens again,
when this earthly valley of tears has terminated'''

1964 3rd child

Illustration 36: 1964 summer in Krusemyntegade 16: Rie with her third child Jens Jørgen, Carl Peter to the left
and Perle to the right
1964 June 17th, son Jens Kristian born (supposed to be named: (Jens Jørgen Haraldsøn Madsen)
1964 visit July Harald at Rie's place for the last time alone reference Harald Mark's apology 1965 Feb 5th
series
1964 writing Harald to Jørgen Mark Aug 25th (my dear first cousin) who is his brothers-son; Harald is
apologizing and rambling about love, conspiracies and bad omen , and begging Jørgen who at that
time lives in Copenhagen, to visit Rie to talk to her: They has same age, and Jørgen agrees and goes
on to meet her on Sep 6th 1964, and to his own account reports back to Harald that children and
house all looks neat . Source: Jørgen Marks' homepage on Svallinggaard, under the tittle Rie.
1964 proposing by letter Nov 28th
1964 December 7th afternoon when Rie is coming home with the two big kids, they agreed Harald could come
back with Jørgen Mark 8pm;this meeting is taking place, and a reference is made that she do not
wish to spent time with Harald alone; source Harald Mark's apology 1965 Feb 5th

1965 not submitted letter January 14th, which is twelfth days before she perish to sister Lisbeth expressing
thanks and is thrilled about x-mas presents, and regret (Kamma) is moving out Feb 1st also
mentioning bout a church gathering on Saturday Jan 16th
1965 phone Jan 18th Harald to Rie source: Harald Mark's apology 1965 Feb 5th series

Illustration 37: 1959 may in Tivoli Rie with Carl Peter

1965 Exit
1965 Jan 29th Harald receives a letter from Jens, who from Harald's reaction it is an understatement to say
anything that is angry with him, and vice versa: source Harald Mark's apology 1965 Feb 5th
1965 signature after March; Harald travels to hombrekammerat Richard in Randers to sign-off his three
children born outside of marriage, of which Elin Bisgaard had no idea: source Elin Overgaard Mark
Bisgaard about Kollerup 2008.

Treasure Trove
Letters, lullaby, and other memorabilia from Rie's life:
1959 Tivoli Copenhagen, Rie with Carl Peter

1960 letter to father Poul Nov 11th ,
transcript of 1960 A Nov 11th letter to father Poul, expressing frustration in unmistaken wording as to her fathers

Attitude, his Position and Lack of support for her hardship (meeting resentment as unmarried
mother to a child).
'''Krusemyntegade 16, den 19 November 1960.
Kære Far!
Tak for dit brev. Jeg har tænkt meget over hvad der har været årsagen til den pludselige venlige tone i dit brev,
da du jo ikke har bekymret dig meget om, hvordan det gik mig i den svære tid, jeg havde, da jeg gik
og ventede drengen, da jeg ingen værelse eller lejlighed kunne få, da ingen ville have en moder med
småbørn. Jeg har nu fået tag over hovedet, og jeg har det godt i og drengen ligeså, bortset fra sin
forkølelse.
For at der ikke skal være nogen misforståelser, så kender du ikke faderen til min dreng, og hvis du er bekynret
for, om han er kirkeligt døbt, kan jeg fortælle dig, at han blev døbt her i København i April måned,
hvor gode mennesker stod fadder til ham. Jeg kan ikke tilfredsstille din personlige forfængelighed
med at fortælle di,hvem der er fader til drengen, men hvis det kan trøste dig, har jeg ikke solgt mig
til nogen, men efter modent overlæg givet mig hen til den mand, jeg elsker, og så vidt jeg ved, er
hverken han, eller hans slægt alvorligt belastede eller henfalden til druk eller andre udskejelser.
Dit brev bedrøvede mig meget, fordi det kun ….
Hvorfor du selv kun
ulæseligt
Du trænger ind på mig for at få at vide, hvem der er fader til mit barn, ved nu at begynde med at spørge om
hvem der er det.
Hvis du ikke er nok for mig
ulæseligt
Du skriver om alle de evindelige forbindelser du har haft, og det synes jeg ikke er noget at prale med. Jeg har
kun haft forbindelser med den mand jeg elsker, som er fader til det barn, jeg har fået, og til det, som
jeg nu venter i april.
Jeg vil selvfølgelig være glad for,om forholdene bliver sådan, at vi kan blive gift,men skulle det ikke lykkes, så
har jeg vilje og evne til at bygge et hjem op for mine børn (I have the required will power and
capacity to built a home) . Jeg takker Gud for at jeg har fået lov til at blive moder og glæder mig
over min lykke og
ulæseligt
Jeg bebrejder dig ikke, at du hverken har vilje eller evner at støtte mig økonomisk eller på anden måde, men
jeg ___, at du med med din såkaldte kristelige værdier,
ulæseligt
til min fader. Om du nu efter dette vil se mig i Julen, må du selv om, men julefreden bør i hvert fald ikke brydes.
Om alt går vel tager vi nok til Randers i Julen, og jeg håber at fejre en god Julefest med Lisbeth.
Jeg er glad for at min ny stilling i Landmandsbankens Hovedsæde ved Kongens Nytorv. Jeg er meget
taknemmelig over at have fået mere tid til min dreng og være lidt hjemme, og møde nu først kl 9 om
morgenen
ulæseligt
Kærlig hilsen
Marie
as the letter is hard to read only the a few passages is translatable here:
Dear Dad;
Thank you for your letter. I have thought a lot about what has been the reason for the sudden friendly tone in
your letter, as you did not show much of a concern, how I was doing during the difficult time I had
when I ex0pected to give birth to the boy, when I had no room or flat could, as no-one wanted a
single mother with toddlers. I've now got a roof over my head and I'm fine and so is the boy, except
for his cold.
In order for there to be no misunderstandings, you do not know the father of my boy (neither as friend nor
identity) , and if you are concerned about whether he is baptized in the church, I can tell you that he
was baptized here in Copenhagen in April, where good people stood godparents to him. I can not
satisfy your personal vanity by telling you who is the father of the boy, but if it can comfort you, I
have not sold myself to anyone, but after mature deliberation given me to the man I love, and so as

far as I know, neither he, nor his lineage is severely burdened or decayed into drunkenness or other
excesses.
...
You write about all the eleaborate dates you've encountered, and I think that's nothing to brag about. I have
only had connections with the man I love, who is the father of the child I have had, and of the one I
am now expecting in April (of 1961).
...
if you want to see me at Christmas after this, it's entirely up to you, but at least the Christmas peace should not
be broken. If all goes well, we will probably go to Randers at Christmas, and I hope to celebrate a
good Christmas party with Lisbeth.
I am pleased for my new position at Landmandsbanken's Hovedsæde at Kongens Nytorv. I am very
grateful to have had more time for my boy and to be a somewhat more at home, and now meet as
late as 9 in the morning.
almost illegible .... love Rie

1964 transcript of un-dated letter to sister Lisbeth Nov 1964 likely
fru Karen Gjevnøe Lergraven 35, Randers
Kære Lisbeth
Tak for din opringning. Det er pænt af dig at huske mig netop i denne tid. Børnene var meget lykkelige for at
tale med dig, og de glæder sig til snart at besøge Jer alle tre.
De kærligste hilsener
din søster Rie og børn.
1964 transcript of un-dated letter to sister Lisbeth expressing difficult times but a visit is coming up. Likely this
is November 1964 as we went to X-mas celebration with her sister Lisbeth and two children in
Randers, with Kurt visiting for a while.

1965 transcript of not-submitted letter to sis Lisbeth January 14 th
1965 transcript of nun-submitted letter to Lisbeth January 14th, which is twelth days before she perish to sister
Lisbeth expressing thanks for x-mas presents, and regret (Kamma) is moving out Feb 1st
also mentioning bout a church gathering on Saturday Jan 16th
København den 14 Jan 1965.
Kære Lisbeth
Min ædle søster Lisbeth og børn.
Nu må jeg bare skrive tak for Julegaverne. Mon du kan tilgive mig at jeg først nu får sagt tak for julegaverne.
Hvor var de dejlige ! Hvor er jeg glad for det alt sammen. Men alt for meget Lisbeth. Buksedragten
til Lillebror, hvor er den pæn og praktisk og en køn farve. Og den fine dukke til Perle, bilen til CP
(Carl Peter). Undertøjet var jeg glad for og manglede netop. Og sikke et arbejde med Sweateren.
Tusind tak for det alt sammen og også for Julebrevet. Til 1. Februar (seven days after Rie perish,
redaktion) får jeg nye lejere i stue lejligheden, et ungt ægtepar. Imidlertid Kamma flytter så
desværre. Børnene er raske nu og det er jeg lykkelig for. På lørdag aften skal jeg til
undervisningsmøde (kun) i kirken, det er nu skønt at komme til møder. Har lige hørt fra far i dag.
Håber at han har det godt. Rigtigt Godt Nytår de kærligste hilsener til alle, fra os alle Rie.
Translation:
My darling sister Lisbeth and children
Now I will just write to you to express thanks for the Christmas gifts. Hoping you will forgive me, this late
thank you note for the gifts. They were really wonderful. I am so happy for all of them. But this is
too much Lisbeth.... The jumpsuit to Little-brother, it's sooo nice and practical and pretty colour it
has. And the fine doll to Perle, the car to CP. The underwear suited me and I needed it. And what
massive work you had with the sweater. Again thank you for all of it, and also for the Christmas

Letter. Now February the 1st I will have new tenants in the ground floor flat, a young married
couple. Unfortunately Kamma is moving out of that same flat. Children a healthy now, and for that I
am beyond happy. On Saturday evening I will attend a educational meeting in the Church (7th day
Adventurist) it's wonderful to attend meetings. Today I heard from our dad. I Hope he is good. Now
Happy New Year love to you all, from all of us, Rie.

1959 letter to sis Elisabeth Apr 9th
1959 transcript of Apr 9th letter to sis Elisabeth, expressing joy of the birth of 1st child Carl Peter
'''København d. 9. April 1959.
Min kære søster Lisbeth!
Ja, så er det hele overstået. Den 8. April om morgenen kl 3.45am fødte jeg min lille søn. Han vejede 3.600gram
og måler 53cm. Han er velskabt og har et dejligt sorthår. Hvor er det dejligt at være blevet moder,
jeg er så lykkelig for ham. Han står her ved siden af mig i en yndig lille kurveseng på hjul. Han har
allerede været ved brystet 4 gange og kunne sutte med det samme, en dejlig fornemmelse.
Du må vel hellere høre nærmere om fødslen: Først skal du høre jeg tror det hele gik så hurtigt fordi jeg havde
arbejdet hele tiden. Torsdag er jeg sidste dag på Sundby hospital i 8 timer. Jeg ventede nu fødslen
hver dag. Sidste onsdag eftermiddag stivnede jeg så ulov i den ene stue , sådan ved 17 tiden, så
spiste jeg dejlig friskkogte porer med en stor klat smør i til aften og ved 19 tiden begyndte veerne
med kun 5-10 minutter mellemrum fra starten.Jeg gjorde straks klar til udrykning,men tog dog først
til klinikken (Dr. Esmands Klnik Nørre Voldgade 91, redaktionen) ved 22 tiden. Da jeg kun havde
haft veer i tre timer sagde de herpå klinikken at jeg bare kunne lægge mig til at sove, men jeg holdt
dem allesammen vågne, veerne tog hurtigt til og kl 3.45 varmin lille dreng født.
Jeg fik lattergas under presseveerne og narkose da hovedet var født. Jeg holdt alligevel ikke det gjorde så ondt
at få et barn, det er som om man skal sprænges, men det er glemt, når man ligger med den lille i
favnen. Jeg fik 2 sting som skal fjernes 5. dag.
Jeg er meget glad for at ligge på denne klinik,jeg ligger helt alene og nyder freden og roen. Herkommer man
ikke op af sengen før 5. dag, i Aarhus kom man jo op efter 4 timer efter, så jeg smug træner,og gør
gymnastik efter skemaet cfra Aarhus. Det morer mig. Jens har jeg endnu ikke set noget til, han kan
nok ikke finde mig.
Du kan tro jeg fik mig en dejlig søvn i nat, rartat have det hele bag sig. Jeg takker Gud for at det gik så godt.
Jeg håber I har det godt, det er rigtigt Aprils vejr i disse dage –
de kærligste hilsener til Jer alle tre, Din hengivne søster Rie'''
transcript of
My dear sister Lisbeth!
Yes, it's all over. On the morning of April 8th at 3.45am I gave birth to my little son. He weighed 3,600 grams
and measures 53cm. He is well-built and has a nice black hair. How wonderful it is to be a mother,
I'm so happy for him. He is laying here next to me in an adorable little wicker bed on wheels. He
has already been by the breat 4 times and could suck right away, a nice feeling.
You'd better hear more about the birth: First you need to hear I think it all went so fast because I had been
working all the time. Thursday I am last day at Sundby hospital for 8 hours. I was now expecting
the birth any day. Last Wednesday afternoon I froze badly, like at 17 o'clock, then I ate nice freshly
cooked pores with a big blob of butter onit, until evening and at 19 o'clock the labor started with
only 5-10 minutes intervals from the beginning. I immediately got ready for emergency, but did not
go to the clinic (Dr. Esmands Klnik Nørre Voldgade 91, the editorial office) until 22 o'clock. Then I
had only had contractions for three hours, staff at the clinic said I could just go to sleep, but I kept
them all awake, the contractions increased quickly and by 3.45 my little boy was born.
I got to inhale gas during the press pains and anesthesia when the head was born. I still did not think it hurt so
much to have a child, it is as if you have to be blown up, but it is forgotten when you lie with the
little one in your arms. I got 2 stitches to be removed on the 5th day.
I am very happy to be in this clinic, I am completely alone and enjoying the peace and quiet. If you do not get
out of bed before the 5th day, in Aarhus you requested to get up about 4 hours after the labor, so I
secretly train, and do gymnastics according to the schedule from Aarhus. It amuses me. I have not
seen anything to Jens yet, he probably can not find me (broteher Jens: he is not agreeable having a

nephew outside marriage wuith an elderly man – thus he is not showing up).
You might think I got myself a nice sleep last night, kind of having it all behind me. I thank God it went so
well. I hope you are well, it's really April's weather these days ... most loving greetings to all thre of
you, Your devoted sister Rie

Illustration 38: 1956 Poul, Laura, Rie and Jens - Parents and two youngest in quit moment in Skanderbog –
Jens is rushing back from his camera delay setting.

Rie tought us this lullaby:
Jeg er træt og går til ro, We practiced this every single night; it never failed to make us fall asleep:or perhaps
one time when mom went for an evening meeting at night and left us with a teenage babysitterJeg er træt og går til ro,
lukker mine øjne to.
Fader, se med kærlighed
til mit ringe leje ned.
Har i dag jeg, kære Gud,
syndet imod dine bud,
vær mig nådig, vær mig god,
slet det ud for Jesu blod.
Se, o Herre, til os ind,
os, som har det samme sind,
sæt, o Gud, din englehær
om al verden fjern og nær.
Stå de syge hjerter bi,
luk de trætte øjne i,
giv os alle fred og ro

I close my little eyes,
Father, let Thy eyes
Stay over my bed.
I'm tired, I'm going to rest,
Have I done wrong today,
Don't check, dear God, don't consider it,
Thy mercy and Christ's blood
Rectify all harm.
All related to me,
God, let them rest in Thy hand,
All men, big and small,
Should be in Thy care!
Grant rest to sick hearts,
Close wet eyes,
Let the moon stand in the sky
And watch the still world.
Müde bin ich, geh zur Ruh
Schließe beide Äuglein zu
Vater, lass die Augen dein
Über meinem Bette sein
Hab ich Unrecht heut getan
Sieh es, lieber Gott, nicht an
Deine Gnad und Christi Blut
Machen allen Schaden gut
Alle die mir sind verwand
Gott, lass ruhn in deiner Hand
Alle Menschen, groß und klein
Sollen dir befohlen sein
Kranken Herzen sende Ruh
Nasse Augen schließe zu
Lass den Mond am Himmel stehn
Und die stille Welt besehen.

At her funeral was possibly her brother and sister present, if that many
letters from friends:
Family Søberg, Østervoldgade Nyborg
Esther Kjær Rasmussen (mentioned later Michael Kjaer Rasmussen)
Kamma (mentioned later: Toftebæksvej 15 Lyngby); Kurt og Karen Mortensen, (mentioned later: Toftebæksvej
15 Lyngby)
Eva Jeppesen, Slagelse Klostergade 11 (future adoption mom to be)
Charlottenlund Zealand October 2020

